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Abstract: One fundamental issue in today’s Online Social
Networks (OSNs) is to give users the ability to control the
messages posted on their own private space to avoid that
unwanted content is displayed. Up to now, OSNs provide
little support to this requirement. To fill the gap, in this
paper, we propose a system allowing OSN users to have a
direct control on the messages posted on their walls. This is
achieved through a flexible rule-based system, that allows
users to customize the filtering criteria to be applied to their
walls, and a Machine Learning-based soft classifier
automatically labeling messages in support of contentbased filtering.
Keywords: Online social networks, information filtering,
short text classification, policy-based personalization
I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s modern life is totally based on Internet. Now a days
people cannot imagine life without Internet. Also, OSNs are
just a part of modern life. From last few years people share
their views, ideas, information with eachother using social
networking sites. Such communications may involve
different types of contentslike text, image, audio and video
data. But, in today’s OSN , there is a very high chance of
posting unwantedcontent on particular public/private areas,
called in general walls. So, to control this type of activity
andprevent the unwanted messages which are written on
user’s wall we can implement filtering rules (FR) in
oursystem. Also, Black List (BL) will maintain in this system
.We present this system as www.winow.in on theinternet. It
can be used to give users the ability to automatically control
the messages written on their ownwalls, by filtering out
unwanted messages. The huge and dynamic character of
these data creates the premise forthe employment of web
content mining strategies aimed to automatically discover
useful information dormantwithin the data. OSNs provide
support to prevent unwanted messages on user walls. For
example, Face book allows users tostate who is allowed to
insert messages in their walls (i.e., friends, friends of friends,
or defined groups offriends). However, no content-based
preferences are supported and therefore it is not possible to
preventundesired messages, such as political or vulgar ones,
no matter of the user who posts them. Providing this service
is not only a matter of usingpreviously defined web content
mining techniques for adifferent application, rather it requires
to design ad hocclassification strategies. This is because wall
messagesare constituted by short text for which
traditionalclassification methods have serious limitations
sinceshort texts do not provide sufficient word occurrences.
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II. RELATED WORK
In www.winow.in information filtering techniques are used
to remove unwanted contents by using customizable content
based filtering rules, Machine learning approach; according
to user’s interest and recommends an item.
Recommender systems works in following ways
 Content based filtering
 Collaborative filtering
 Policy based filtering
A. Content-based filtering
In content based filtering to check the user’s interest and
previous activity as well as item uses by users best match is
found [10]. For example OSNs such as Facebook, Orkut
used content based filtering policy. In that by checking users
profile attributes like education, work area, hobbies etc.
suggested friend request may send. The main purpose of
content based filtering, the system is able to learn from
user’s actions related to a particular content source and use
them for other content types.
B. Collaborative filtering
In collaborative filtering information will be selectedon the
basis of user’s preferences, actions, predicts, likes,and
dislikes. Match all this information with other usersto find
out similar items. Large dataset is required forcollaborative
filtering system. According to user’s likesand dislikes items
are rated.
C. Policy-based filtering
In policy based filtering system users filtering ability is
represented to filter wall messages according to filtering
criteria of the user. Twitter is the best example for policy
based filtering.[1] In that communication policy can be
defines between two communicating parties.
III. FILTERED WALL ARCHITECTURE
Three Tier architecture is used in OSN services. These three
layers are
 Social Network Manager (SNM)
 Social Network Application (SNA)
 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
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displayed on his wall by using Filtering rules. Forspecify a
Filtering rules user profile as well as user socialrelationship
will be considered.
FR= {Actor, UserSpec, ContentSpec}

1. Social Network Manager (SNM)
The initial layer is Social Network Manager layerprovides
the essential OSN functionalities (i.e., profileand relationship
administration).It also maintains all the data regarding to the
user profile.[2] After maintainingand administrating all users
data will provide for secondlayer for applying Filtering Rules
(FR) and Black lists(BL).
2. Social Network Application (SNA)
In second layer Content Based Message Filtering(CBMF)
and Short Text Classifier is composed. This isvery important
layer for the message categorizationaccording to its CBMF
filters. Also Black list ismaintained for the user who sends
frequently bad wordsin message.
3. Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Third layer provides Graphical User Interface to theuser who
wants to post his messages as a input.In this layer Filtering
Rules (FR) are used to filter theunwanted messages and
provide Black list (BL) for theuser who are temporally
prevented to publish messageson user’s wall.
The GUI also consists of Filtered Wall (FW) wherethe user is
able to see his desirable messages.[5]As shown in Fig. 1
points summarized as follows:
1. After entering the private wall of one of his/herassociates,
the user attempts to post a message,
which is captured by FW.
2. A ML-based text classifier extracts metadata fromthe
content of the message.
3. FW uses metadata provided by the classifier,mutually with
data extorted from the social graphand users’ profiles, to
implement the filtering andBL rules.
4. Depending on the result of the previous step, themessage
will be available or filtered by FW.
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A. For Filtering Rules:
1) Input
Filtering Rules are customizable by the user. User canhave
authority to decide what contents should be blockedor
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FR is dependent on following factors
 Author
 UserSpec
 ContentSpec
 Action
Authoris a person who defines the rules.
UserSpecdenotes the set of OSN user.
ContentSpecis a Boolean expression defined oncontent.
2) Process
FM={UserSpec,contentSpec==category(Violence,Vul
gar,offensive,Hate,Sextual)}
 FM
 UserSpec
 ContentSpec
Here,
FM Block Messages in percentage
UserSpecDenotes set of users
ContentSpecCategory of specified contents in message.
In processing, after giving input message, the systemwill
compare the text with the different categories whichare
prevented. If message found in that prevented type
ofcategory then message will display to the user that
“can’tsend this type of messages.”
Process denotes the action to be performed by thesystem on
the messages matching Content- Spec andcreated by users
identified by UserSpec.
3) Output
PFM= {ContentSpec, M||Y}
 PFM Percentages of filtered message in a yearor month.
In general, more than a filtering rule can apply to thesame
user. A message is therefore published only if it isnot
blocked by any of the filtering rules that apply to themessage
creator.
B. Blacklists
BLs are directly managed by the system,This should be able
to determine who are the users to
be inserted in the BL and decide when users’ retention inthe
BL is finished. To enhance flexibility, suchinformation is
given to the system through a set of rules,hereafter called BL
rules.
Definition 3 (BL rule).
1) Input
INPUT = {Actor, UserSpec, UserBehavior} Where
 author is the OSN user who specifies the rule,i.e.,
the wall owner;
 UserSpec
is
a
creator
specification,
specifiedaccording to Definition 1;
 UserBehavior consists of Message sendingcategory
of User.
2) Process
BL={UserSpec,ContentSpec,T}
 UserSpec
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ContentSpec
T

UserSpecCreator Specification
ContentSpecMessage send by User.
T Messages is the total number of messages thateach OSN
user sent.
3) Output
BL={UserSpec,ContentSpec,T>3 ,P}
 UserSpec
 ContentSpec
 T>3
UserSpecCreator Specification
ContentSpecMessage send by User.
T Prevented Message count is greater than 3 timesthen
Messagecreator will put into Black list
automatically for specific time period P.
V. ONLINE SETUP ASSISTANT FOR FRS
THRESHOLDS
OSA presents the user with a set of messages selectedfrom
the data set. For each message, the user tells thesystem the
decision to accept or reject the message. Thecollection and
processing of user decisions on anadequate set of messages
distributed over all the classes allows to compute customized
thresholds representingthe user attitude in accepting or
rejecting certain contents.
VI. DATASET
Facebook and Twitter are two representative OSNs.We use
data collected from both sites in the study. TheFacebook
dataset contains 187 million wall postsgenerated by roughly
3.5 million users in total, betweenJanuary of 2008 and June
of 2009 [30]. For the Twitterdata collection, we first
download trending topics, i.e.popular topics, from the
website What the Trend [2],which provides a regularly
updated list of trending topics.We then download from
Twitter all public tweets thatcontain the trending topics while
the topics are stillpopular via Twitter APIs. For example,
while the topic“MLB” is trending, we keep downloading all
tweets thatcontain the word “MLB” from Twitter. For each
tweetwe also obtain the user ID that generates it along with
itsfriend number, i.e. the number of users it follows.
TheTwitter dataset contains over 17 million tweets related
totrending topics that were generated between June 1,
2011and July 21, 2011. The primary form of
communicationin Facebook and Twitter is called “wall post”
and
“tweet”, respectively. From now on, we use the
term“message” to refer to both of them for the ease
ofdescription.
One thousand two hundred and sixty-six messagesfrom
publicly accessible Italian groups have beenselected and
extracted by means of an automatedprocedure that removes
undesired spam messages and,for each message, stores the
message body and the nameof the group from which it
originates. The messagescome from the group’s webpage
section, where anyregistered user can post a new message or
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reply tomessages already posted by other users. The set
ofclasses considered in our experiments is Ω=
{Neutral,Violence, Vulgar, Offensive, Hate, Sex}, where Ω{Neutral} are the second-level classes. Total 31percentages
belongs to the elements D for the Neutralclass.
VII. APPLICATION
This application is useful for common people whodon’t
want to write any unwanted messages likevulgar, political,
sexual messages on his\her ownwall by any third person.
Mostly, this type of activities are happen with
somefamous personalities, So if this facility will providewith
OSN sites then people can protect his wallfrom this type of
malpractices.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Existing system is used to filter undesired messagesfrom
OSNs wall using customizable filtering rules (FR)enhancing
through
Black
lists
(BLs).In
present
system
(www.winow.in), we are more focuson an investigation of
two interdependent tasks in depth.This system approach
decides when user should beinserted into a black list.
The system developed GUI and a set of tools whichmake
BLs and FRs specifications more simple and
easy.Investigation
tools
may
be
able
to
automaticallyrecommend trust value of the user. The primary
work ofthis system is to find out trust values used for
OSNaccess control. In this system we will provide only
coreset of functionalities which are available in current
OSNs
like Facebook, Orkut, Twitter,etc. In existing OSNs
havesome difficulties in understanding to the average
usersregarding privacy settings. But this problem will
beovercome in present OSNs system.
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